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ALAMO SCOUTS

“The Americans invading the Philippines continued to receive information from the radio network operated by 
the guerrillas within enemy territory, but the guerrillas were now augmented by teams of ALAMO Scouts—one 
officer and five or six men to a team—specifically instructed to obtain intelligence within the combat areas. 
These teams, working closely together and supplied mainly by airdrop, sometimes provided the only sources 
of military intelligence during the advance. They provided, in Krueger’s own words, “a considerable volume of 
extremely valuable information.” At the height of the Philippine campaign more than seventy radio stations 
(guerrilla and ALAMO Scout) were in operation. The Scouts used chiefly SCR-300’s and the newer 694’s. The 
other sets, especially the ones used by the guerrilla forces, were a motley assortment: SCR’s- 284, 288, 300, 
Australian ATR 4-a, and a Dutch set having an electric generator driven by a bicycle-type treadle.”

The U.S. Sixth Army Special Reconnaissance Unit of World War II

Silent No More: The Alamo Scouts in Their Own Words by Lance Zedric. Bound Softcover oral history. 8.5 x 11 
inches. 683 pages. 775 photos, index.  Over 570 Alamo Scouts, PT boat crewmen, POWs, and others represented 
in the book.  The book is going to press on April 1st and will be available by June 1st.  ASHF members will 
receive a 10 percent discount--with a portion of the proceeds going to the ASHF.  Discounted cost is $35.95 
plus tax & book rate shipping.  Total is $44.28 per book.  Call, email, or write Lance to reserve your signed copy. 
Phone: (309) 692-0802  Email: Lzedric@gmail.com  Address: 1816 W. Broughton Ct. Peoria, IL 61614. Check, cash, 
or credit cards accepted.

The Wa i t  I s  Ove r !

The Alamo Scouts Historical Foundation (ASHF) is looking for a few good people.  No, we’re not asking 
you to join the military and fight a war or two (that’s been covered already).  We’re just looking for volunteers 
to help strengthen the ASHF by contributing a little time and talent in helping with specific projects, such 
as personally calling and updating members on reunion information, spearheading membership drives, and 
identifying potential private and corporate donors, which is the most important area of concern.  Organized 
and consistent fundraising is the lifeblood of all non-profit organizations, and the ASHF is no different.  We 
need to raise funds for the many projects that are on the table.  If anybody has any fundraising background, 
personal connections in the industry, or has specific ideas and strategies on how to proceed with a capital 
campaign, or if you have any thoughts on how to benefit the ASHF, please call or email.  Also, we’re looking 
for people who live near military museums to help arrange meetings with the curators to explore if they 
would be interested in hosting a permanent Alamo Scouts display.  Look forward to hearing from you soon!

Russ Blaise

Thompson, George Raynor, and Dixie R. Harris (1966). U.S. Army in World War II: The Technical Services—
The Signal Corps (Mid-1943 through 1945). GPO.

Recent Find in Print

The obscure reference was found buried in the multi-volume set of the U.S. in World War II series produced by the government, 
and provides quantitative information on the value of the Alamo Scouts in the Luzon Campaign.
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Map by Russ Blaise

Historian’s Corner by Lance Zedric

Facebook.  Tweeting. Social media. Latin. And Chinese 
algebra. They all can be tough. But once the learning 
curve has been straightened out…well, they’re still 
tough. Let’s face it, learning anything new can be 
difficult. But stepping—or crawling—outside one’s 
intellectual comfort zone can have great rewards. 
Take Facebook, for example…please! (kudos to Henny 
Youngman). Last week I was trawling cyberspace 
trying to unearth the next great piece of the Alamo 
Scouts puzzle. That elusive literary or photographic 
nugget that would tie the myriad loose ends into 
a coherent historical bow and provide closure 

and peace. That, and I was bored.  So, I went on Google, an 
internet search engine, and typed in “Alamo Scouts,” and 
what did appear? A link to a Facebook entry posted by the 
grandson of Calvin Coolidge Tapley, quartermaster of PT-379 
during the heady days of the summer of 1945, when Jack 
Dove and his team of Scouts were marauding around the 
islands north of Luzon rescuing civilians off Ibahos and Fuga 
Islands. I quickly went to Facebook and emailed the grandson, 
one PJ Stanley, who is a high school social studies teacher. He 
replied within an hour stating that he had scores of photos 
of the PT boat and of the rescue of the Sycip family on Fuga 
Island. He then directed me to a private site and Aiiieeeda! 
The mother lode!  Some 190 photographs of PJ’s grandfather, 
the PT-boat, the Alamo Scouts, and the Sycips. PJ shared all 
of his photos and even provided larger scans of the relevant 
ones for our archives. So what does all this have to do with 
the internet and Latin? Simple.  They’re both beautiful things 
once you figure them out.  There are hundreds of millions of 
pieces of hidden information just waiting to be uncovered. It 
might be a little confusing at first, but there’s no shibboleth 
or cryptic passkey required. All one needs is a little detective 
in their blood, a desire to add to the Alamo Scouts archive, 
and the ability to handle a few curves. Quo vadis? See you 
online. Sycip family aboard PT-379.

John Dove (rear of boat) and Alamo Scouts 
paddle toward Fuga Island.
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ALFRED JACOBS – ALAMO SCOUT
Condensed Interview by Lance Q. Zedric - 27 March 1993

NOTE: Alfred Jacobs was a graduate of the 8th Training Class and returned to the 158th Infantry following 
graduation from the ASTC. Introduction, personal conversation, and conclusion are omitted.

Z:  How did you first hear about the Alamo Scouts?
JACOBS:  I think it was just spread around by the 
squad leaders that this scouting outfit was looking for 
volunteers.  That’s the way I heard about it.  Then, of 
course, after you got to interviewing then you heard of 
them.  But there was not information on them at that 
time.
Z:  Who was the first person to interview you?
JACOBS:  More than likely it was my company 
commander.  Once we volunteered we told the first 
sergeant or squad leader, then the company commander 
called me in for an interview.
Z:  Did anyone from the Alamo Scouts interview you for 
final selection to the camp?
JACOBS:  No.  We were in a very remote area.  We were 
on the northeast side of Mt. Mayan [sic] back in the 
boondocks.  At that time the training camp was on the 
Bataan Peninsula just outside the submarine nets at Subic 
Bay.  It was an hour to two-hour flight by C-47 to get up 
there.  From where we were at the only way to get in and 
out was by plane or boat.  There were accessible roads 
across the Philippines at that time.
Z:  That explains why some of the Scouts had only one 
or two interviews, while some of the early ones had to 
go through company through division, and then get 
interviewed by Bradshaw or Red Williams.  So, you had 
no other way out?
JACOBS:  Oh, by jungle trail, which was a four-day trip.
Z:  The 158th saw a lot of action.
JACOBS:  Yes, they were a regimental combat team.  We 
had a battalion of infantry, engineers, and artillery, or 
maybe ordnance.  There were only 3-4000 men involved 
in that unit.  It was very small and mobile.  They saw a lot 
of combat.
Z:  How did you get to the A.S.T.C.?
JACOBS:  There were five of us that went.  Where this 
Lt. came from that went as an officer in training, I don’t 
know.  I believe he was a platoon leader.  He was a second 
lieutenant.  There was he and five enlisted men.  We had 
to go down to Legaspi to the air strip.  It was a 30-minute 
to an hour ride to down there.  We got on a C-47.  There 
was one other guy from my unit and we all ended up on 
this plane and flew down to Leyte, laid over all night, and 
then flew into Clarke Field, then they trucked us over to 
Bataan Peninsula, to Subic Bay.  We went by boat from 
Subic Bay around to the training camp.  The only way it 
was accessible was by boat.
Z:  Did you have to go to Sixth Army HQ first?
JACOBS:  No.  In one day I went directly from the 
infantry outfit.  That night we were at the Scout training 
camp.  Actually, it took two nights.  They had this C-47 
that flew around mail, took personnel, whatever.  It made 
a daily trip from Clark Field to the field by Manila, down 
to Leyte, and back up to our place.  Then back to Clark 

Field.  It depended on which way you were going whether 
or not you laid over in Leyte or not.
Z:  Do you remember any of the questions you were 
asked?
JACOBS:  Basically, most of it was your physical fitness, 
stamina, and that type of thing--”were you a pretty good 
swimmer?--could you swim?--Do you have any problems 
with physical training?”
Z:  Did they ask you what your motivation was for 
wanting to become a Scout?

JACOBS:  I think so.  I think that was one of the first 
things they wanted to know--”Why do you want to do 
this?”  You had to have a motivation to do it rather than a 
personal grudge, or something like that.
Z:  What happened once you got to the camp?
JACOBS:  As well as I can remember, we got to the camp 
in the evening.  The next morning we had an orientation, 
maybe for a couple or three hours, then we started getting 
things lined out; such as the rotation of training, things 
like that.  They did the training on a rotation basis.  There 
would be so many that were doing communications, 
so many that would be doing map drawing, so many 
that would be studying topography, and things like that.  
When we started out there was 50 of us.
Z:  I see that you were in the next to the last class.
JACOBS:  Really, as far as I knew, I was in the last one.  
When we finished our training they told us that “the war 
is over--they just haven’t surrendered yet.  After the war is 
over you will be transferred to Sixth Army Headquarters-
-you will be General Krueger’s personal guard force, and 
you will be the security around his area and quarters for 
the occupation.”  

[GREETING AND INTRODUCTION EXCLUDED]

[Continue interview on next page]

Alfred Jacobs
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Z:  I believe they trained another class for the invasion of 
Japan?
JACOBS:  Yes.  When they started telling us that we were 
going to be walking guard duty around the General’s 
office, I thought “Oh, that’s not for me!”
Z:  Did you have much contact with Gib Niles during 
training?
JACOBS:  He was a major at that time, and he showed up 
at training sessions and took part in them.  A lot of times 
he would sit in on training sessions.  We’d be out for PT 
or swimming instruction, and he’d go along.  I was always 
amazed at the guy’s swimming ability.  They would take 
us out in the ocean about a mile and dump us out and 
say “chow’s ready whenever you get in.”  He’d take off and 
maybe swim ahead a quarter mile and turn around and 
came back and see what’s the holdup was with the rest of 
us guys.  He was around and available to visit with all the 
time.  Very likeable guy.
Z:  What did your living quarters consist of?
JACOBS:  We had a squad tent with a wood floor.  We 
were located on the beach and we had a wood floor.  
Z:  Six-man tents?
JACOBS:  No, like twelve.  I believe... maybe we were 
only six men to a tent, because that was the way the final 
selection of who stayed as Scouts and who went back.
Z:  They stayed in the tent according to teams?
JACOBS:  Yes.  You were kind of like a team, but they 
rotated the teams.  You didn’t stay with the same people 
all the time.  At the end of the first three weeks, the 
scouting unit eliminated anyone they did not think was 
qualified or that would not turn out like they wanted.  At 
the end of three weeks there was only twenty-five of us 
left.
Z:  That was when you took your midterm test?
JACOBS:  Right.
Z:  Everyone seemed to have the physical ability.
JACOBS:  Right.  Their physical training program was 
tough!  I thought I was in pretty good shape.  We had 
been out tromping around Mt. Mayon, up and down and 
around it every day for I don’t know how long.  I thought 
I was in pretty good shape.  You would go out for an 
hour’s training, and you might do 25 pushups.  While you 
were resting you might double-time in place, then you’d 
something else.  An hour of physical training was a full 
hour of physical training.  It was practically nonstop.  You 
could take a deep breath, but that was about it.
Z:  After the midterm you had the greatest attrition, 
correct?
JACOBS:  Yes.
Z:  Did you rotate teams in the field phase?
JACOBS:  We rotated teams then also.
Z:  How often did you rotate teams?
JACOBS:  I think every week.  The last three weeks you 
would only be with three different teams, so you didn’t 
get to work with every one of the guys, but you got pretty 
well acquainted with most of the.
Z:  Was the camp called Mabayo?
JACOBS:  I didn’t know it had a name.  Off to the south 
there was a little bay inside of Subic Bay.  There was a 
submarine net across from this little peninsula strait 
across to the ocean.  We were off to the left in this tiny 
bay.  It was deep.  It was not unusual to wake up of a 

morning and find a battleship or destroyer sitting in your 
backyard.
Z:  When you graduated did they call everyone out front 
and hand you your diplomas, or did they call each man, 
how did they do that?
JACOBS:  This was done from a company formation.  
They called your name and congratulated you on 
finishing your training.  They had two types of diplomas.  
One said that you were qualified, and one said that you 
were accepted as a Scout and would continue on with 
them.  The other one you were just qualified, but they 
didn’t keep you.  Out of the five squads that were left 
they only kept about 10 people, maybe 15.  If you had 
indicated that you were not going to stay, they just gave 
you a qualified diploma and sent you back.  That is if you 
volunteered not to stay, which is what I did.  They wanted 
to know before we graduated if there was anybody who 
did not want, if they were accepted, to stay on.  They 
wanted to know if you would stay if selected.
Z:  How did they tell you if you had or had not been 
retained?
JACOBS:  That was on your certificate.  That was the only 
indication.  There was no verbal indication.  If you didn’t 
want anybody to know, all you had to do is tell them 
not to mention how your certificate was made out, and 
nobody would know if you were retained or sent back.  It 
was the same way if you were sent home during training.  
No one would know why or for what reason you left.  You 
were simply gone.

[CONCLUSION AND PERSONAL CONVERSATON OMITTED]

T/5 Alfred L. Jacobs taken 24 Aug 1946, 5th St, 
Yokohama, Japan
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Colonel Robert S. Sumner (Ret),  pro perpetua

November 15, 1921 - August 3, 2004

2013 Reunion Host
Russ Blaise

Alamo Scouts Association 
Co-founders: Colonel Robert S. Sumner (Ret)

Command Sergeant Major Galen C. Kittleson (Ret)

Alamo Scouts Website
www.alamoscouts.org

Co-founders: Russ Blaise and Lance Zedric

N E C R O L O G Y

Peter Macfarlane
November 15th, 2012 

Don’t Forget!
Your charitable gift to the ASHF is now tax deductable! To make a donation 
to the historical research fund or for more information, contact Russ, 
Audrene or Kathi. Thank you for your ongoing support.

Lance and Russ’ National Archives trip is still on for this summer. The ASHF still needs your help to send 
Russ and Lance back to the National Archives to uncover more of the illustrious history of the Alamo Scouts. 
Your donation will help defray transportation and lodging costs and help the ASHF fulfill its ongoing mission 
of historical research and public education. If everyone pitches in a little it could lead to a lot. Tax deductible 
donations may be sent to the ASHF in care:

National Archives Trip 2013

Thank you!

If you received a ASHF membership form with this newsletter, your dues are due. Please remit 
ASAP so I can process all at the same time. As of today we have 110 members.

NOTE that I have moved to Clearwater, Florida. Be sure that anything you mail to the ASHF is to the 
new address.

Just  a  Reminder ! !

ASHF MEMBERSHIP Dues are Due for some!

Executive Director/
Board Chairman

Russ Blaise

Secretary/
Board Member

Kathi Henderson

Historian/
Board Member
Lance Zedric

Membership
Russ Blaise

Treasurer/
Board Member

Audrene Hall Burress

Ambassador
Terry Santos

Opt To Get Your Newsletter By Email
Some of you have asked, and it was brought up at last year’s business meeting in Seattle, if the newsletter can 

be emailed instead of snail mailed.  The advantages of your newsletter being emailed are that you get it faster 
and the ASHF saves money on printing costs and postage.  Also, if there are color graphics or photos, they will 
appear as such.  Email me if you are interested in receiving your newsletter via email in PDF format.


